AXEL ADLER, DONOR
Axel Ivar Bonde Adler (1878–1966)
was a uniquely diverse person.
A hard-working entrepreneur and
adventurer, a business man who
become very wealthy but continued
to live a simple lifestyle. Frugal, yet at
the same time extremely generous.
Strict, loyal, goal oriented, creative
and a man with high moral standards
are other ways to describe Mr Adler.
His generous donations to education
in Gothenburg make him a key figure
in the city’s history. His importance to
major companies such as Arla,
Transatlantic and Göteborgs-Posten
cannot be overestimated, alongside
his efforts to turn Gothenburg – at
the time a mostly industrial city – into
a major hub for higher education and
generation of new knowledge.
Already as a young child, Mr Adler,
who was the oldest of five siblings,
displayed a talent for business for
example by working as a candy
salesman. As a teenager, he was
entrusted with the management of
his parents’ dairy company, which
over the years evolved from being a
small business in a small rural
community 60 km northeast of
Gothenburg to totally dominating the
dairy industry in the Gothenburg
region.

Mr Adler, a trained agronomist,
shared a strong interest in culture
and social development with his wife,
Rut Hallenborg. His family tree
includes German filmmakers whose
names were widely known in their
days, and for a brief period as a
young adult, he managed a cinema
company in Vienna. One of his sisters
was married to artist Ivar Arosenius,
and Mr and Mrs Adler’s home, the
Ekered farm in Lindome just south of
Gothenburg, was filled with art.
At Ekered, the couple ran a
community library and organised
courses for people with limited
wealth. The farm also hosted several
important Swedish thinkers, authors

and agitators over the years,
including Elin Wägner, Henrik ”Hinke”
Bergegren and the so-called
Fogelstad group. Mrs Adler was
politically active with strong leftist
sympathies. Mr Adler was not,
although he was eager to express his
admiration for social-democratic
Swedish minister of finance Ernst
Wigforss.
Mr Adler was engaged in the family
dairy business, Jamab, which later
became dairy giant Arla, until he sold
the company in 1935. At that point,
he had already been a student at
what is now the School of Business,
Economics and Law in Gothenburg
for several years. His studies, which
he pursued as a middle-age man (Mr
Adler was 47 years old when
enrolling) expanded his interest in
business. He formed a local business
and economics association and
served on many corporate boards.
It was his love for Gothenburg and
the university that made him decide
to give something important back to
the city.
With the support of a good friend,
county governor Per Nyström, he
made major donations in the 1950s
and formed the seven foundations
that are still named Adlerbertska,
after an old family name that one of
Mr Adler’s sons took back after

emigrating to the United States. Mr
Adler, too, eventually changed his
last name to Adlerbert, so this is the
name written on his tombstone at
the Östra kyrkogården cemetery in
Gothenburg, where he is buried.
Axel Adler left behind an initiative to
support the education of the masses,
an initiative that continues to benefit
Gothenburg’s many providers of
education and their students. Every
year, thousands of students at the
University of Gothenburg, Chalmers
University of Technology, the School
of Business, Economics and Law and
numerous upper-secondary schools
and adult education colleges are
supported in their pursuit of
education, travel and research
through scholarships and grants from
the Adlerbertska Foundations.
These are critical financial
contributions to important progress
and advances.
For individuals and for society.

